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Abstract18

This document specifies an OPTIONAL attribute syntax called ’collection’.  A19
’collection’ value is itself a set of attributes, called "member" attributes, that are20
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44

1 Problem Statement45
IPP currently lacks a mechanism for supporting attributes that contain several fields. It46
would be desirable to have a simple, general mechanism for representing multi-field47
attributes so that it is no longer necessary to create a new ad hoc attribute syntax for each48
new multi-field attribute, such as the ’resolution’ attribute syntax for the "printer-49
resolution" attribute. Such a mechanism should allow some fields to be optional and50
others to be required.  It would be useful for both private extensions and new registered51
attributes.52

53

2 Proposal for a ’collection’ attribute syntax54

A value whose attribute syntax is ’collection’ is a set of unordered attributes, each of55
which is called a member attribute. Each attribute in a collection has an attribute name56
that MUST be unique within the collection, but MAY be the same as the name of an57
attribute in another collection or in one of the attribute groups of an operation. Each58
member attribute is either single-valued or multi-valued.  The length of a collection value59
is not limited by the model and semantics specification for the ’collection’ attribute60
syntax, but may be limited by the encoding rules (see Section 4) However,  the length of61
each member attribute MUST NOT exceed the limit of its attribute syntax.62

Note: if a collection contains two or more member attributes with the same attribute63
name, the behavior of the receiver is undefined. The receiver could:64

1. treat the entire collection as a bad value.65

2. ignore all but the first occurrence of the member attribute.66

3. ignore all but the last occurrence of the member attribute.67

Note: The syntactic and semantic rules for a collection value are similar to the Job68
Template attribute group in an IPP request or a response. Both consist of an aggregation69
of attributes. However, a collection value, like any other value has a maximum length. A70
Job Template group is not a value and does not have a maximum length.71

The general mechanism for collection values allows a collection value to consist of any72
set of member attributes.  But when a collection value is associated with a particular73
attribute, the specification for that attribute MUST define the allowed member attributes74
of a collection for that attribute and related attributes.75

According to existing rules, when a new attribute "xxx" is specified (for any attribute76
syntax), the specification must define the following:77

1. attribute syntax of the attribute "xxx"78

2. whether "xxx" is single-valued or multi-valued.79
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For a new Job-Template attribute "xxx", the specification must also define80

3. whether there are associated Printer attributes: "xxx-supported" and "xxx-81
ready" and the attribute syntax and supported values for each. NOTE: for most82
attribute syntaxes, the attribute syntax of these two attributes is "1setOf" the83
attribute syntax of "xxx".84

4. whether there are associated Printer attributes: "xxx-default". Note: the attribute85
syntax is the same as "xxx" and its value is one of the values of "xxx-supported".86

2.1 Additional information provided in a collection specification87

A specification of a new attribute "xxx" whose syntax type is ’collection’ or ’1setOf88
collection’, MUST follow the four rules above.  In addition, the specification must define89
the following information about each member attribute "yyy" of collection attribute90
"xxx":91

1. the member attribute’s keyword name ("yyy"),92

2. the member attribute’s ("yyy") attribute syntax, including ’1setOf, if it is multi-valued.93
NOTE: the attribute syntax of "yyy" could be ’collection’ or ’1setOf collection’.94

3. the complete semantic specification of the member attribute "yyy"  Note: that its95
attribute name and semantics may be the same as an attribute in another collection or96
in an attribute group of an operation, and the description of "yyy" may reference the97
definition of its other use.98

4. whether an implementation that supports attribute "xxx" MUST support the member99
attribute "yyy" (REQUIRED) or MAY support the member attribute (OPTIONAL).100

5. whether the sender MUST supply or MAY omit the member attribute "yyy" in101

a) a request containing attribute "xxx",102

b) a response containing attribute "xxx",103

6. what the default value of the member attribute "yyy" is if the create request includes104
"xxx" but does not include that member attribute "yyy".105

7. what the supported values of a member attribute "yyy" are in a create request106
containing attribute "xxx".107

2.2 Extensions to collections108

After an attribute is registered that uses the ’collection’ attribute syntax, additional109
member attributes may be registered subsequently for use in that collection attribute.110

Furthermore, implementers MAY support additional private member attributes in such a111
collection attribute.112
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113

2.3 Default, supported, and ready collection attributes114

If an attribute "xxx" has a collection value, and the Printer supports "xxx-default", "xxx-115
supported" or "xxx-ready" attributes:116

1) "xxx-default" MUST be a "collection"117

2) "xxx-supported" MUST be a "collection" or "1setOf collection".118

3) "xxx-ready" MUST be a "collection" or "1setOf collection".119

If an attribute "xxx" has a collection value, and the Printer contains an "xxx-default", then120
for every member attribute "yyy" of "xxx", "xxx-default" MUST either have a member121
attribute "yyy-default" or have an implementation default for "yyy".122

If an attribute "xxx" has a collection value, and the Printer contains an "xxx-supported",123
then for every allowed member attribute "yyy" of "xxx", "xxx-supported" MUST have a124
member attribute "yyy-supported".125

If an attribute "xxx" has a collection value, and the Printer contains an "xxx-ready", then126
for every allowed member attribute "yyy" of "xxx", "xxx-ready" MUST have a member127
attribute "yyy-ready".128

If an attribute "xxx" has a collection value, and the Printer contains an "xxx-supported",129
then for every allowed member attribute "yyy" of "xxx", "xxx-supported" MAY have a130
member attribute "yyy-default" which specifies the value of "yyy" if it is omitted from131
"xxx".132

If a collection contains the member attribute "attributes-required" and the collection is a133
value of an "xxx-supported" Printer attribute, then the value of the member attribute134
"attributes-required" is the set of member attributes names (1setOf keyword) required135
when a client sends an attributes "xxx".136

2.4 Validation of collection attributes137

The process of validating a Job-Template attribute "xxx" against a Printer attribute "xxx-138
supported" remains unchanged except for the addition of rules for determining "equality"139
of a collection value of "xxx" with one of the collection values of "xxx-supported".140

The table below specifies the existing validation rules and adds a rule for collections. The141
following is the general validation algorithm (see section 3.2.1.2 in [ipp-mod]).142

To validate the value U of Job-Template attribute "xxx" against the value V of Printer143
"xxx-supported", perform the following algorithm:144
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1. If U is multi-valued, validate each value X of U by performing the algorithm145
in Table 1Table 1 with each value X. Each validation is separate from the146
standpoint of returning unsupported values.147

Example:  If U is "finishings" that the client supplies with ’staple’, ’bind’148
values, then X takes on the successive values: ’staple’, then ’bind’149

2. If V is multi-valued, validate X against each Z of V by performing the150
algorithm in Table 1Table 1 with each value Z.  If a value Z validates, the151
validation for the attribute value X succeeds. If it fails, the algorithm is152
applied to the next value Z of V. If there are no more values Z of V, validation153
fails.154

Example"  If V is "sides-supported" with values: ’one-sided’, ’two-sided-long’,155
and ’two-sided-short’, then Z takes on the successive values:  ’one-sided’, ’two-156
sided-long’, and ’two-sided-short’.  If the client supplies "sides" with ’two-157
sided-long’, the first comparison fails (’one-sided’ is not equal to ’two-sided-158
long’), the second comparison succeeds (’two-sided-long’ is equal to ’two-159
sided-long"), and the third comparison (’two-sided-short’ with ’two-sided-160
long’) is not even performed.161

3. If both U and V are single-valued, let X be U and Z be V and use the162
validation rules in Table 1Table 1.163

164

Table 1 - Rules for validating single values X against Z165

attribute syntax
of X

attribute syntax of Z validated if:

integer rangeOfInteger X is within the range of  Z

uri uriScheme the uri scheme in X is equal to Z

collection collection the collection value Z supports X

any boolean the value of Z is TRUE

any any X and Z are of the same type and
are equal.

166

A collection value Z MUST support a collection value X if the following is true:167

1) for each member attribute "yyy" of X, Z contains a member attribute "yyy-168
supported" and the value of "yyy" validates against "yyy-supported".169
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2) If Z contains a member attribute "attributes-required", then for each value "y"170
of attribute "attributes-required" in Z, there is a member attribute "y" in X.171

As an additional step in the validation of collections, a Printer MUST add a member172
attribute "yyy-default" to a value X if the value Z contains "yyy-default" and X does not173
contain "yyy".174

NOTE: By having an "xxx-supported" attribute with more than one collection value, an175
implementation or administrator can indicate support for various combination of176
attributes, when not all combinations are supported.  In addition, the defaults can differ177
for each supported value.  See the example in section 9.1.178

3 Unsupported Values179

The rules for returning an unsupported collection attribute are an extension to the current180
rules.181

1. If a collection is an unrecognized attribute syntax, its value is returned in the182
normal manner, except an implementation MAY return only first 1023 octets183
of the ’collection’ value. If the value is truncated, the length returned MUST be184
the truncated length so that the response follows the syntax rules. This rule185
allows an Object which does not support a collection skip over the entire186
collection.187

2. If a collection contains unrecognized and/or unsupported member attributes,188
the attribute returned in the Unsupported Group is a collection containing the189
unrecognized and/or unsupported member attributes. The unrecognized190
member attributes have an out-of-band value of unsupported. The unsupported191
member attributes have their unsupported values.192

4 Encoding193

This section shows the encoding for the alternative of representing a collection as a new194
attribute syntax.  The new ’collection’ attribute syntax uses the 0x34 tag value that has195
been reserved in the IPP/1.0: Protocol Specification [ipp-pro] for this purpose.196

Because the length field of a data type is encoded in two octets, the maximum length of a197
collection value MUST NOT exceed 32767 octets.198

The following example is written in the style of the IPP/1.0 "Encoding and Transport"199
(nee "Protocol") document [ipp-pro].  In order to show a member attribute with multiple200
values, the member attributes are specified as 1setOf, unlike the "job-notify" example b201
above (see section 9.2).202

Octets Symbolic Value Protocol
field

comments

0x34 collection type value-tag "job-notify" attribute
0x000a name-length
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Octets Symbolic Value Protocol
field

comments

Job-notify job-notify Name
0x0064 value-length 100 octets in 1st

collection value
0x45 uri type value-tag "notify-recipients"

attribute
0x0011 name-length
notify-recipients notify-recipients Name
0x0019 value-length
ipp-tcpip-
socket:port=700

ipp-tcpip-
socket:port=700

Value

0x44 keyword type value-tag "notify-event-groups"
attribute

0x0013 name-length
notify-event-
groups

notify-event-
groups

Name

0x0b value-length
job-errors job-errors group Value

0x44 keyword type value-tag start of 2nd job-notify-
event-groups value

0x0000 name-length 0 length means next
multiple value

0x000e value-length
job-completion job-completion Value

0x34 collection-type value-tag start of 2nd collection
value

0x0000 name-length 0 length mean next
multiple value

0xnnnn 0xnnnn value-length nnnn octets in 2nd dict
value

0x45 uri type value-tag "notify-recipients"
attribute

0x0015 name-length
notify-recipients notify-recipients Name
0x000c value-length
mailto:smith mailto:smith Value
. . . nnnn octets of the next

dict value

5 IANA Considerations203

This attribute syntax will be registered with IANA after the WG approves its204
specification according to the procedures for extension of the IPP/1.0 Model and205
Semantics [ipp-mod] and after IPP becomes a proposed IETF standard.206
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6 Internationalization Considerations207

This attribute syntax by itself has no impact on internationalization.  However, the208
member attributes that are subsequently defined for use in a collection may have209
internationalization considerations, as may any attribute.210

7 Security Considerations211

This attribute syntax causes no more security concerns than any attribute syntax.  It is212
only the attributes that are subsequently defined to use this or any other attribute syntax213
that may have security concerns, depending on the semantics of the attribute.214
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9 APPENDIX A: Examples of collection usage228

This section describes four collection Job Template examples: "printer-resolution", "job-229
notify", "job-start-page-contents", and "postal-mail-disposition" attributes.  The "printer-230
resolution" and "job-notify" attributes only contain single-valued member attributes,231
while the "job-start-page-contents" and "postal-mail-disposition"   attributes contain232
multi-valued member attributes.233

1.19.1 Example a: "printer-resolution" Job Template attribute234

For example, the new "printer-resolution" attribute was defined using a very ad hoc235
’resolution’ attribute syntax.  Had we had the collection attribute syntax, we might have236
chosen to use it to define resolution.  If we did use the ’collection’ attribute syntax for the237
"resolution", the attribute value would contain the following member attributes:238
"resolution", "cross-feed-resolution", and "resolution-units".  We could have also239
specified that the "cross-feed-resolution" attribute is OPTIONAL and when omitted, the240
cross-feed resolution is the same as the "resolution" attribute, since most resolutions are241
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the same in both directions.  We could have also specified that the "resolution-units"242
attribute is OPTIONAL and when omitted, the resolution units are dots per inch.243

For the resolution, the "resolution" member attribute may be supplied by the client by244
itself without being in a collection when the value is the same for feed and cross-feed and245
the units are dots per inch.   This would allow simple clients to provide most of the246
resolution capability in a simple way.247

The specification for the "printer-resolution" collection attribute is that its collection248
value is made up of the following member attributes:249

Attribute name syntax member attribute250
----------------- ------- -----------251
"resolution" integer MUST be present252
"cross-feed-resolution" integer MAY be omitted253
"resolution-units" enum MAY be omitted254

For a simplified collection attribute notation, lets use:255

"collection attribute" = { set of attributes and values }256

where a set of {} is used to group a single collection value.257

For example, a client supplying a resolution of 600 x 300 would be indicated in examples258
using the following notation:259

"printer-resolution" = { "resolution" = ’600’, "cross-feed-resolution" = ’300’ }260

9.1.1 "printer-resolution-default" example261

The Printer object could represent the "printer-resolution-default" default values as a262
single collection value.  For example, a system administrator (or the printer vendor) could263
specify the default as:264

"printer-resolution-default" = { "resolution-default" = ’300’ }265

9.1.2 "printer-resolution-supported" example and validation of266
collections267

The Printer object could indicate the combinations of resolutions that are supported by268
three sets of collection values which represent 300x300, 600x300, and 600x600 dpi,269
respectively (300x600, say, is not supported).  Such a configured situation could be270
represented in examples as:271

"printer-resolution-supported" = {272
{ "resolution-supported" = ’300’, "attributes-required" = ’resolution’ },273
{ "resolution-supported" = ’600’, "attributes-required" = ’resolution’ ,274
   "cross-feed-resolution-supported" = ’300’ },275
{ "resolution-supported" = ’600’, "attributes-required" = ’resolution’  } }276
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Note:  because there is no default indicated for "cross-feed-resolution", the default value277
is not fixed, but can be whatever the implementation wants, such as being the same as the278
value of the "resolution" supplied by the client.279

If an implementation supported all combinations of 300 and 600 DPI, then it could more280
simply represent "printer-resolution-supported" as a single valued collection with281
multiple-values for each member attribute.  It could also indicate that the "resolution"282
member attribute MUST be present and that the default value for the "resolution-units"283
attribute is ’dpi’: what is default of cross-feed below?284

"printer-resolution-supported" = {285
"resolution-supported" = ’300’, ’600’,286
"cross-feed-resolution-supported" = ’300’, ’600’,287
"attributes-required" = ’resolution’288
"resolution-units-default" = ’dpi’ }289

9.2 Example b: "job-notify" Operation attribute290

NOTE:  The current proposal for notification does not use the collection mechanism [ipp-291
not].  This example just shows how we could use the collection attribute syntax, if it is292
necessary to be able to group events and methods, rather than saying that the mail method293
ignores most of the events, so that other methods can be specified in the same job294
subscription.  Because the ’collection’ attribute syntax is itself multi-valued, the member295
attributes do not need to be, thus simplifying the syntax  However, the same recipient can296
be in more than one collection value, and the same event group can be in more than one297
collection value.298

In order to allow a client to supply different event groups for different299
recipients/methods, the requester must be able to supply one or more notification300
collection values, where each collection value consists of one "notify-event" attribute and301
one "notify-recipient" attribute.  Additional registered or private attributes may be302
included in the future.  There might be a similar multi-valued "printer-notify" Printer303
object collection attribute that is supplied by a new Subscribe operation, but is304
independent of jobs.  Both the "job-notify" and the "printer-notify" collection attributes305
are MULTI-VALUED but contain attributes that themselves are only SINGLE-306
VALUED.307

The "job-notify" Operation collection attribute would have collection values with the308
following syntax:309

Attribute name syntax member attribute310
----------------- ------- ------------311
"notify-event-group" type2 keyword MAY be omitted312
"notify-recipient" uri MUST be present313

A Print-Job request could supply the collection attribute values in order to send314
immediate ’job-error’ events to Smith (himself) and e-mail ’job-completion’ to Jones and315
White.316

"job-notify" =    { "notify-event-group" = ’job-errors’317
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"notify-recipient" =318
"ipp-tcpip-socket:13.240.120.138/port=6000’ },319

    { "notify-event-group" = ’job-completion’320
"notify-recipient" = ’mailto:Jones’ }321

    { "notify-event-group" = ’job-completion’322
"notify-recipient" = ’mailto:White’ }323

The corresponding "job-notify-supported" might be:324

"job-notify-supported" = {325
"notify-event-group-supported" = ’job-errors’, ’job-completion’326
"notify-recipient-supported" = ’mailto’, ’ipp-tcpip-socket’327
"notify-recipient-required" = ’true’ }328

329

9.3 Example c: Start page fields supplied by the end-user330

As a third example of a collection, an attribute could represent the fields that the331
submitter wishes to be printed on the job-start page.  The name of the attribute might be:332
"job-start-page-contents".  The collection value might include: "job-name", "user-name",333
"job-comment", "account-name", "job-disposition", "job-delivery", etc. where the values334
of the attributes in the collection are printed after each attribute name on the job-start-335
page.336

Attribute name syntax in request337
----------------- ------- ------------338
"job-name" name required339
"user-name" name required340
"job-comment" text optional341
"account-name" name optional342
"job-disposition" keyword optional343
"job-delivery" 1setOf keyword optional344

9.4 Example d: Postal mailing address345

As a final example of a collection, an attribute could represent a postal mailing address346
for the output.  The name of the attribute might be "postal-mail-disposition" and it would347
be multi-valued, i.e., 1setOf collection.  The collection attribute might have the following348
specification and support requirements if the "postal-mail-disposition" collection attribute349
is supported at all:350

Attribute name syntax in request IPP object support351
------------------ ------- ------------ ----------------------352
"addressee-name" text required REQUIRED353
"company-name" text optional OPTIONAL354
"internal-mail-stop" text optional OPTIONAL355
"apartment-number text optional REQUIRED356
"street-address" text required REQUIRED357
"city-or-town text required REQUIRED358
"state" text required REQUIRED359
"postal-zone text required REQUIRED360
"country" text optional OPTIONAL361
"phone-numbers 1setOf text optional OPTIONAL362
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363

10 APPENDIX B:  Rejected alternatives for a collection mechanism364

This section lists the alternatives we considered for adding a new attribute syntax to365
represent a collection value.366

1. Have a limit of 1023 octets for a collection value367

Reason for rejection:  For some uses of collection, it may be desirable to be able to368
supply more than 1023 octets worth of value.  There is no need to limit the size of a369
collection.  For those implementations that do support the ’collection’ attribute syntax,370
they will parse each member attribute separately anyway, so that there is no need of a371
size limit on the collection value as a whole.372

For those implementations that do not support the ’collection’ attribute syntax, it is373
straightforward for an implementation to skip over arbitrary-sized (greater than 1023374
octets) values.  When returning unsupported attributes, only the out-of-band ’unsupported’375
value is returned in the Unsupported Attributes group, not the supplied value.  Rejection376
of large (greater than 1023 octets) unsupported data types with unsupported attributes377
should be tested for in the next interoperability test session.378

For those implementations that support an attribute, but do not support the ’collection’379
attribute syntax on that attribute need only return the first 1023 octets.  Rejection of380
’collection’ attribute syntax on a supported attribute needs to be tested for in the next381
interoperability test session, including one with a value greater than 1023 octets.382

2. Have a limit somewhat greater than 1023 octets, say, 2047 octets.383

Reason for rejection:  See above.384

3. Have a 1023 octet max length, continueCollection as a second attribute syntax and385
endCollection so that dictionaries can nest.386

Reason for rejection:  More complexity.387

4. Have a 1023 octet max length but allow repeated instances of an attribute to append388
additional collection values.389

Reason for rejection:  Not the current procedure for duplicate attributes; the IPP Object is390
to return an error.  See [ipp-mod] section 14.1.4.1.391

5. Add a new group tag to represent a collection value somehow.  Groups do NOT have392
lengths and existing parsers are supposed to ignore group tags they don’t understand.393

Reason for rejection:  Not completely compatible with existing parsers.394
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6. Add an out-of-band value that indicates that this attribute was the beginning of a395
collection and add an attribute that marked the end of the collection value.396

Reason for rejection:  Not completely compatible with existing parsers.  Existing parser397
would try to interpret the contents of the collection as regular attributes.398

7. Extend the attribute naming mechanism to include a collection name and a collection399
index for use with multi-valued dictionaries.  Use the colon (":") to separate400
component names. Thus if foo is a set of dictionaries, then "foo:1:x" is the name that401
accesses field x of the 2nd collection of attribute foo (indexing is 0 based).  Leaving402
off the syntax after either colon, is interpreted as a wild card meaning all values with403
the prefix up to the colon.404

Reason for rejection:  Changing the naming is more of a change than is necessary with405
the current proposal, which simply adds an attribute syntax.406

8. Use the semantics of parallel multi-valued attributes that we have in IPP/1.0, such as407
we already have for the "printer-uri-supported" and "uri-security-supported" Printer408
attributes, in order to achieve the effect of multi-valued dictionaries containing single409
values attributes.  In order to represent the effect of a collection which contains410
attributes that are multi-valued, we only need to introduce the model semantics of:411
1setOf 1setOf X as an attribute syntax.412

Reason for rejection:  Implementation experience with DPA [ISO-10175] parallel413
attributes has shown that it is too difficult for clients and servers to deal with parallel414
values.  It is much better if the values in a collection value are all bound together.  Also415
what if the number of values isn’t the same in the parallel attributes?416

9. Add a numeric instance number to the end of parallel attributes, i.e., "notify-method-417
supported-1".418

Reason for rejection:  Parallel attributes have proven as problematic in DPA419
implementations (see previous reason).  Also we don’t need the capability to be able to420
address a particular instance of a particular collection value.421

10.  Define the collection as a subtype and set of values each containing a syntax type, a422
length and a value.423

The subtype is an integer whose value is a registered subtype. The subtype specifies the424
order of values and the semantics and syntax type of each value. A value is omitted with425
a special out-of-band value called “omitted-value”. Values that are sets of values are426
represented by a collection value whose subtype is “setOf”.427

Disadvantages: attributes with more than one value must be nested in a “setOf” collection428
and the sender must compute the length. Omitted attributes take up space, even when429
omitted.430

Advantages: this solution is more compact. Collections intended for different uses are431
easily identified by their subtype. Otherwise, the “signature” of a collection is its member432
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names and possibly its member syntax types.  With omission allowed for some members,433
the signature gets more complicated.434


